SULA 7

Semantics of Under-Represented Languages in the Americas

4-6 May 2012
Ithaca, NY

The goal of SULA is to bring together researchers working on languages or dialects spoken in the Americas that lack an established tradition of work in formal semantics. We especially support work that involves primary fieldwork or experimentation as well as analysis.

Invited Speakers:
Maria Bittner
Rutgers University
Theodore Fernald
Swarthmore College
Richard Littlebear
Chief Dull Knife College
Robert Henderson
University of California, Santa Cruz
Meagan Louie
University of British Columbia, Vancouver

Pre-Registration Required at http://confling.cornell.edu/SULA7/

Contact:
SULA7.cornell@gmail.com

Venue:
Friday Sessions:
Clark Hall 700
Saturday & Sunday Sessions:
Physical Sciences Building 120
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